The objective of this project is to investigate fundamental optical phenomena at the interface of two emerging fields of modern optical physics - singular optics and optical metamaterials. Singular optics is a fascinating emerging area of modern optics that considers spin and orbital angular momentum properties of light and brings a new dimension to the science of light and physics in general. Recent developments in the field of metamaterials and transformation optics enable unprecedented control over light propagation and a possibility of "engineering" space for light propagation, opening a new paradigm in structured light related phenomena in optical physics. We demonstrated...
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is to investigate fundamental optical phenomena at the interface of two emerging fields of modern optical physics - singular optics and optical metamaterials. Singular optics is a fascinating emerging area of modern optics that considers spin and orbital angular momentum properties of light and brings a new dimension to the science of light and physics in general. Recent developments in the field of metamaterials and transformation optics enable unprecedented control over light propagation and a possibility of "engineering" space for light propagation, opening a new paradigm in structured light related phenomena in optical physics. We demonstrated that unique optical properties of metamaterials open unlimited prospects to "engineer" light itself. Thanks to their ability to manipulate both electric and magnetic field components, metamaterials open new degrees of freedom for tailoring complex polarization states and orbital angular momentum of light. We proposed and demonstrated several approaches to structured light manipulation on the nanoscale using metal-dielectric, all-dielectric and hyperbolic metamaterials. These new functionalities, including polarization and orbital angular momentum conversion, beam magnification and de-magnification, and sub-wavelength imaging using novel non-resonant hyperlens are likely to enable a new generation of on-chip or all-fiber structured light applications.
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1. Foreword
The synergy of complex materials and complex light is expected to add a new dimension to the science of light and its applications. Please see our Perspective article: Structured Light meets Structured Matter, Science, Vol. 337 no. 6098 pp. 1054-1055 (2012).
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Figure 10. Homemade cost effective small-sample spectrometer.

Figure 11. (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of the fishnet film; The sample had the following layers deposited onto it: 10 nm Al₂O₃/45 nm Ag/42 nm Al₂O₃/45 nm Ag/10 nm Al₂O₃. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of the fishnet film; The vertical substructure of the sample contains 10 nm Al₂O₃/45 nm Ag/42 nm Al₂O₃/45 nm Ag/10 nm Al₂O₃.

Figure 12. Absorption spectra of DNA and aromatic proteins. The CoNP plasmon resonance in absorption is shown in red, optical density in arbitrary units. The red bar shows the Raman shift range at the laser excitation wavelength 266 nm. The enhancement of the CoNPs will cover this range.

4. Statement of the Problem Studied

The objective of this project was to investigate fundamental optical phenomena at the interface of two emerging fields of modern optical physics - singular optics and optical metamaterials. Singular optics (or Structured Light) is a fascinating emerging area of modern optics that considers spin and orbital angular momentum properties of light and brings a new dimension to the science of light and physics in general. Optics facilitates the realization of many spin- and orbital angular momentum related effects that were predicted in a myriad of other physical systems where direct experimental observations are challenging or impossible. Moreover, recent developments in the field of metamaterials and transformation optics enable unprecedented
control over light propagation and a possibility of "engineering" space for light propagation, opening a new paradigm in structured light related phenomena in optical physics.

5. Summary of the Most Important Results

5.1 High-Efficiency All-Dielectric Metasurfaces for Ultra-Compact Beam Manipulation

Metasurfaces are two-dimensional structures enabling complete control on light amplitude, phase, and polarization. Unlike plasmonic metasurfaces, silicon structures facilitate high transmission, low losses and compatibility with existing semiconductor technologies. We have experimentally demonstrated an all-dielectric resonant metasurface with full 0-to-2\(\pi\) phase control at near infra-red (NIR) wavelength. We designed and fabricated high-efficiency beam deflector and light converter for generating optical vortex beam, carrying an orbital angular momentum (OAM). In addition to 0 to pi phase control enabled by a single magnetic or electric resonance, overlapping of magnetic and electric resonances in the frequency domain enable an additional phase control with optical impedance matching and, as a result, high efficiency in transmission mode with full 2\(\pi\) phase manipulation.

Fabricated devices made with silicon and, in sharp contrast to plasmonic metasurfaces, are compatible with complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor technology. Demonstrated metasurfaces have relatively high transmission coefficients of 36% for beam deflector and 45% for vortex beam converter. These devices can be fabricated in one lithographical step, alleviating the need for cascading or working in reflection mode to achieve full phase control. Silicon-based metasurfaces can be used for fabrication of miniaturized high-efficiency optical components for NIR photonics, such as flat lenses, beam deflectors, anti-reflection coatings and phase modulators. Elimination of metals and, as a result, no Ohmic losses, compared to plasmonic counterparts, and not requiring cross-polarized field interaction to cover full phase, makes them well-suited for integration on optical chip and for large-scale production.

5.2 Twisting Light with Hyperbolic Metamaterials

In this project we proposed a novel, miniaturized astigmatic optical element based on a single biaxial hyperbolic metamaterial that enables the conversion of Hermite-Gaussian beams into vortex beams carrying an orbital angular momentum and vice versa. As an example, we designed a biaxial anisotropic metamaterial that introduces a $\pi/2$ phase shift between two orthogonal components of a Hermite-Gaussian beam due to the optical path difference and at the same time astigmatically focuses these orthogonal components such that they recombine in a symmetric Laguerre-Gaussian beam. The proposed device will be realized using an array of silver nanowires in dielectric matrix.

The advantages of the proposed approach over the existing bulk optics based techniques include compactness and therefore, compatibility with ultra-compact opto-electronic circuits, potential reconfigurability and an increased tolerance to misalignment.

5.3 Structured Light in a Nonlinear Mirror

Opposite directionality of the Poynting vector and the wave vector, an inherent property of negative index metamaterials, was predicted to enable backward phase-matching condition for a second harmonic generation process. As a result, such a nonlinear negative index slab acts as a nonlinear mirror. In our initial studies, we predicted that second harmonic generation with structured light carrying orbital angular momentum and propagating in negative index metamaterials results in a possibility of generating a backward propagating beam with simultaneously doubled frequency, orbital angular momentum and reversed rotation direction of the wavefront. These results may find applications for high-dimensional communication systems, quantum information processing, and optical manipulation on nanoscale. Currently we are developing an experimental setup for the realization of second harmonic generation in negative index materials.

Figure 2. J. Sun, J. Zeng, and N. M. Litchinitser, Twisting light with hyperbolic metamaterials, Opt. Express 21, 14975-14981 (2013).
5.4 Manipulating Structured Light with Metamaterials

Recent developments in the field of metamaterials have revealed unparalleled opportunities for “engineering” space for light propagation; opening a new paradigm in spin- and quantum-related phenomena in optical physics. In this project we investigate how unique optical properties of metamaterials could be used to “engineer” light itself. We proposed and demonstrated for the first time a novel way of complex light manipulation in few-mode optical fibers using optical metamaterials. Most importantly, these studies highlight how unique properties of metamaterials, namely the ability to manipulate both electric and magnetic field components of electromagnetic waves, open new degrees of freedom in engineering complex polarization states of light at will, while preserving its orbital angular momentum state. These results lay the first steps in manipulating complex light in optical fibers, likely providing new opportunities for high capacity communication systems, quantum information, and on-chip signal processing.
5.5 Cloaking with Structured Light: Hiding in the Darkness

While cloaking made its way from the domain of science fiction to a real world demonstration, a majority of the proposed cloaking structures are capable of cloaking microscopic objects and require complex materials fabrication. Typically, cloaking devices rely on structuring optical space for light with metamaterials to mold light around the object. However, design complexity, polarization effects, bandwidth, losses and the physical size of the cloaks are some of the remaining challenges that preclude the development of practical applications especially at optical frequencies. A possible alternative to structuring the “space” to mold light propagation is to structure the light itself. Structured light already enabled such fascinating functionalities as the vortex coronagraph, or optical traps and tweezers.

We developed a macroscopic cloak based on structured light, an optical vortex. An optical vortex is light twisted in a corkscrew fashion around its axis of propagation and having a singularity (darkness) in the center. The dark core of a vortex beam can be used to conceal a macroscopic object such as, for example, a metal rod. The proposed design consists of two spiral phase plates enclosing a microscopic object. The first spiral phase plate transforms the incident beam into a vortex beam with a helical wave front that passes around the object without touching it. The second phase plate subsequently transforms the vortex beam back to its original form. The proposed cloak is polarization independent, easy to fabricate, operates at wavelengths ranging from 560 to 700 nm, and can be used to cloak macroscopic objects as long as they are smaller than vortex core. The design can be extended to realize a multi-directional cloaking using a series of spiral plates pairs and opens a route for the realization of macroscopic, lossless, and polarization independent cloaking devices.

5.6 Spinning Light on the Nanoscale

The synergy between structured light and nanostructured materials opens entirely new opportunities in fundamental and applied science. Potential applications include imaging, increasing capacity through space division multiplexing, micromanipulation, probing of atomic forbidden states and building higher dimensional quantum encryption systems. Many of these new applications call for ultra-compact sources of structured light, or beams carrying orbital angular momentum that can be integrated on a chip or directly on an optical fiber. However, until now, a majority of approaches to generating orbital angular momentum beams have been based
on macroscopic bulky optical components such as spiral phase plates, cylindrical lens converters, q-plates, spatial light modulators, or specialty fibers.

Recent progress in nanostructured optical materials has enabled new ways of manipulating intensity, polarization and phase distribution of light beams. Nanostructures and metamaterials facilitate a new class of planar optical elements where their optical properties originate from spatial distribution of their refractive index rather than their shape. Moreover, arrays of nano-slits or nano-holes milled in a metallic film have been demonstrated to produce converging lenses or diverging lenses by realizing different propagation constants in the slits or holes of different sizes. These structures open new paths towards the realization of ultra-compact optical components for beam manipulation on the nanoscale.

In this work, we design and fabricate an array of nano-waveguides with a circular graded size distribution, which changes the propagation constant in a prescribed way. Each nano-waveguide introduces a specific phase change determined by its radius, and therefore, by carefully choosing the spatial distribution of the nano-waveguide radii, a total phase change of \(2\pi\) can be imposed on the wave front of the beam upon its propagation through such an array. As a result, a conventional (Gaussian) laser beam transmitted through such a structure acquires an OAM and is transformed into a vortex beam. Such structures are compact, versatile and can be readily integrated with optical fibers or on

5.7 Indefinite by Nature: from Ultraviolet to Terahertz

A class of strongly anisotropic materials having their principle elements of dielectric permittivity or magnetic permeability tensors of opposite signs, so-called indefinite or hyperbolic materials, has recently attracted a significant attention. These materials enabled such novel properties and potential applications as all-angle negative refraction, high density of states, and imaging beyond diffraction limit using a so-called hyperlens. While several studies identified a few examples of negative refractions in birefringence crystals existing in


Figure 7. J. Sun, N. M. Litchinitser, J. Zhou, Indefinite by nature: from ultraviolet to terahertz, ACS Photonics, 2014 (on the cover).
nature, a majority of known to date optical materials with hyperbolic dispersion relations are engineered composite materials, “metamaterials,” such as metal-dielectric subwavelength multilayered structures or metal nanowires in a dielectric matrix. We investigate naturally existing indefinite materials for a range of frequencies from terahertz to ultraviolet. These include graphite, MgB$_2$, cuprate and ruthenate. Spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to characterize the dielectric properties of graphite and MgB$_2$, and a fitting method based on reflectance spectra is used to determine the indefinite permittivity of the cuprate and ruthenate. We investigate the mechanisms behind indefinite properties of these materials.

5.8 Near-Field Optical Fiber Endoscopy for High Resolution Imaging

State-of-the-art optical endoscopy is non- or minimally invasive technique, but its resolution is limited. For the reference, naked eye resolution is ~125mm, typical endoscope resolution is ~10mm, and the best demonstrated resolution with advanced image processing is ~0.3mm. The resolution is limited by diffraction. Hyperlens can overcome the diffraction limit. A graded-Index waveguide can be used to transmit the image. Our solution was to combine these two capabilities to demonstrate sub-wavelength resolution endoscope.

This project was focused on the following three tasks: i) Development of a fiber endoscope with subwavelength resolution; ii) Demonstration of a fiber-coupled metamaterials hyperlens; iii) Demonstration of submicron resolution imaging device for in-vivo diagnostics. This device is based on strongly anisotropic metamaterials that feature opposite signs of the two permittivity tensor components. Such metamaterials have been shown to support propagating waves with very large wave numbers (that would evanescently decay in ordinary dielectrics). The hyperlens converts the evanescent waves into propagating waves that are consequently imaged by conventional optical systems, like microscopes, in the far field that could only be combined with conventional imaging systems through free space bulk optics.

A metamaterial hyperlens offers a unique solution to overcome the diffraction limit by transforming evanescent waves responsible for imaging subwavelength features of an object into propagating waves. However, the first realizations of optical hyperlenses were limited by a narrow working bandwidth and significant resonance-induced loss. Recently, we experimentally demonstrated a non-resonant waveguide-coupled hyperlens operating in the visible wavelength range. A detailed investigation of various materials systems proves that a radial fan-shaped configuration is superior to the concentric layer-based configuration in that it relies on non-
resonant negative dielectric response, and, as a result, enables broadband and low-loss performance in the visible range.

5.9 Nonlinear Optics in Transition Metamaterials

Transition metamaterials, a class of artificial graded-index materials with dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability gradually changing from positive to negative value have attracted significant attention in the past several years. Light propagation in such structures is of great interest from the perspective of both fundamental science and application, owing in particular to the prediction of strong field enhancement near the zero-refractive-index point when under oblique incidence of electromagnetic radiation. This prediction opens unparalleled opportunities for efficient nonlinear optical wave interactions, such as second harmonic generation, sum and difference frequency generation, and other parametric processes at significantly reduced input intensities.

The physics of the phenomena of resonant field enhancement in such graded-index metamaterials can be summarized as follows: For incident, transverse-magnetic polarized waves, the thin layer near the zero-index point (transition point) can be considered as a very thin capacitor that accumulates infinitely large electric field energy if we neglect the effects of dissipation and spatial dispersion. Note that such energy accumulation occurs only for obliquely incident waves, since the electric field at oblique incidence has a nonzero component in the direction of propagation. Because electric displacement is necessarily continuous, the electric field anomalously increases in magnitude as dielectric permittivity tends to zero. To date, most studies of electromagnetic wave propagation in transition metamaterials have been limited to linear wave propagation. However, strong and localized field enhancement near the transition point would result in entirely new regimes of electromagnetic wave mixing with reduced input intensities. In our recent theoretical studies we predicted that resonant field enhancement of obliquely incident light in a quadratically nonlinear transition metamaterial enables an ultra-compact platform for the second harmonic generation at significantly reduced input powers. The remaining question is how to realize transition metamaterials in order to experimentally demonstrate the effects predicted using analytical and numerical approaches.

Since fabrication of bulk, graded-index double-negative (i.e. both $\varepsilon$ and $\mu$ being negative) metamaterials is still challenging, and material losses are still problematically high, our current work is focused on the design and fabrication of hyperbolic metamaterials with graded refractive index that possess significantly lower losses.

5.10 Instrumentation (UNT contribution)

The robust spectroscopy technique for the characterization of metamaterial samples with small area of about 30 $\mu$m has been developed and installed at UNT and SUNY. The collection part of the system is shown in Fig.10.

The main advantage is about 7 times lower cost relative to the commercial systems, which would allow doing spectroscopy of small samples in transmission and reflection modes for two linear orthogonal polarizations.

5.11 Optimization of the Fishnet Nanofabrication with e-Beam Lithography (UNT contribution)

The goal of this nano-fabrication effort was to optimize parameters of the ebeam lithography method to make possible fabrication of the fishnet with the period close to 200 nm. The fishnet structure of 400 nm period shown in Fig. 11(a) was fabricated with e-beam writing (SUNY) and following by metal deposition and lift-off (UNT). It shows good quality of the metal structure.

The visually good fishnet can be made down to 200 nm period. The 280 nm period grating with

![Figure 20. Homemade cost effective small-sample spectrometer.](image)

![Figure 11. (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of the fishnet film; The sample had the following layers deposited onto it: 10 nm Al$_2$O$_3$/45 nm Ag/42 nm Al$_2$O$_3$/45 nm Ag/10 nm Al$_2$O$_3$. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of the fishnet film; The vertical substructure of the sample contains 10 nm Al$_2$O$_3$/45 nm Ag/42 nm Al$_2$O$_3$/45 nm Ag/10 nm Al$_2$O$_3$.](image)
an appropriate for optical applications quality is shown in Fig. 11(b).

5.12 High Quality UV Plasmonics in Cobalt Nanoparticles: A Potential Building Block for UV Metamaterials (UNT contribution)

The goal of this effort is to develop fundamentals and applications of high quality UV plasmonics in magnetic nanoparticles.

Electron spin dependent optical and photonic phenomena in metals at nanoscale merge two fields, spintronics and plasmonics. Various technological applications of magnetic nanoparticles makes this activity truly interdisciplinary and include high-density recording, magnetic processing, catalysis and biomedical applications such as magnetic resonance imaging, cells separation, drug targeting and delivery, and magnetic fluid hyperthermia and cancer therapy. Spin dependent optics is demonstrated for hybrid, magnetic-plasmonic systems like Co/Au particles where an enhanced magnetic field controlled attenuation of the propagated light have been demonstrated due to dynamic, electromagnetically induced electron spin accumulation in the nonmagnet. The multilayer magnetic/plasmonic nanostructures can enable ultrafast control in hybrid nanophotonic devices for future telecommunications and data recording technologies. These hybrids involve noble metals, Ag or Au, since the quality of their plasmon resonance is highest. The plasmon resonance of magnetic nanoparticles such as Co is in the ultraviolet spectral range, which is the range for bio-molecules resonances and attractive for the two-photon absorption in the visible. However, it is common belief that the quality of the plasmon resonance of Co is quite low, which follows, in particular, from the experimental data for permittivity of bulk cobalt by Johnson and Christy. A long lasting search for plasmonic materials in the ultraviolet spectral range does not consider Co as a promising candidate. One of the criteria for a high quality plasmonic material is that the number of electrons involved in interband transitions must be low, and at the highest possible frequency. This simple and quite obvious criteria significantly reduces the number of materials that are likely to have favorable optical properties, by the simple fact that all materials with partially occupied d or f states are going to perform poorly across the visible due to interband transitions.

We found that Co nanoparticles with high quality crystal structure support an excellent plasmon resonance at about 275 nm, which is comparable with the noble metals. Exchange interaction of electrons splits the energy bands between spin-up (majority) electrons and spin-down (minority) electrons so that mostly minority electrons with a partially populated d-band affect the plasmon resonance in magnetic nanoparticles.

![Figure 12. Absorption spectra of DNA and aromatic proteins. The CoNP plasmon resonance in absorption is shown in red, optical density in arbitrary units. The red bar shows the Raman shift range at the laser excitation wavelength 266 nm. The enhancement of the CoNPs will cover this range.](image-url)
In these studies we involve magnetic properties of Co and find that magnet selected nanoparticles show high-quality plasmon resonance. The suggested mechanism involves an effect of the spin polarization on the density of states of d-band and, as a consequence, on the Co nanoparticle permittivity. Our experiments show that Co nanoparticles have the quality factor of the resonance in the deep UV as good as for Au in the visible range as it is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Our results show that chemically synthesized Co nanoparticles is the only DUV plasmonic nanoparticles with magnetic properties. Since this result open new properties of quite studied material, we have performed experimental studies to provide strong evidence of this statement. We propose that exchange interaction of electrons splits the energy bands between spin-up (majority) electrons and spin-down (minority) electrons so that mostly minority electrons with a partially populated d-band affect the plasmon resonance in magnetic nanoparticles.

Note that the spectral position of the plasmon resonance in CoNPs matches the oligonucleotide resonances (Fig. 12). The 260/280 ratio in absorption is well known method to characterize oligonucleotide to aromatic proteins ratio. Resonance Raman at 266 excitation wavelength shows almost no protein features. The red bar in Fig. 12 illustrates Raman shift up to 2000 cm\(^{-1}\). The CoNP plasmon resonance in absorption is shown in red line and suggests that whole spectral range of DNA Raman will be completely covered.

5.13 Scattering Suppression in Epsilon-Near-Zero Plasmonic Fractal Shells (UNT contribution)

Published in De Silva, Vashista C.; Nyga, Piotr; Drachev, Vladimir P., Optical Materials Express 5(11), 2491-2500 (2015).

Light scattering by core-shell particles made of dielectric and metal, manifests in a variety of phenomena predicted many decades ago [1-3]. The scattering suppression for coated confocal ellipsoids was introduced by Aden and Kerker [1-3] in the approximation of long wavelength planar electromagnetic waves. This scattering suppression is called “invisibility” there. In the core-shell spheres, total sizes could be up to one fifth of the wavelength to achieve sensible invisibility for planar electromagnetic waves [4,5]. In this case, the wave can penetrate through the shell and the effect is associated with the out-of-phase scattering properties of plasmonic materials and the dielectric core. By varying the relative dimensions of the dielectric core and high quality continuous metal shell, the sharp optical resonances of these nanoparticles can be varied over hundreds of nanometers in wavelength, across the visible and into the infrared region of the spectrum [6,7]. In contrast, semi-continuous shells provide broadband response similar to the planar semi-continuous films, as it was shown for the visible spectral range [8-10]. The optical properties of the metal-dielectric semi-continuous films are influenced by multiple surface plasmon resonances (SPRs) in metal nanostructures, accumulating and building up electromagnetic energy in a broad spectral range at the nanometer scale [11-22]. A universal phenomenon in the localization of optical energy in inhomogeneous plasmonic media is the formation of hot spots, spatially fluctuating field with spikes in nanometer-size regions determined by the minimum scale of the nanoplasmonic system [14,15]. The picture of nanolocalization of the optical energy in disordered clusters is called inhomogeneous localization [16,17] assuming that there are different plasmonic eigenmodes, which coexist at close frequencies and have completely different localization sizes, ranging from the minimum scale to the scale of the entire systems. Each eigenmode may consist of a different number of sharp hot spots. Note that such type of disordered geometry has typically fractal dimensions [12,13]. As it
is known for the planar fractal films, the critical value of the metal coverage, called percolation
treshold [11], results in a variety of plasmon resonances covering a spectral range from the
visible to infrared. Thus the fractal films being synthesized on the microspheres can be
promising aerosolized obscurants in the extremely broad visible-infrared spectral range.

This work studies silica-gold core-shell microspheres with plasmonic fractal shells. The
similarities and differences with the planar noble metal fractal films have been experimentally
established, which were not addressed in the earlier publications [8-10]. We show that the
forward scattering of the silica microspheres is strongly suppressed. Also the reflection of the
fractal shells does not grow with coverage approaching the percolation threshold. This is in
contrast to the planar fractal films, where the forward scattering reduces along with the
backscattering increasing as the metal coverage increases. Even more counterintuitive result is
that the total extinction of the core-shell is decreased relative to the bare core response. The
system is simulated using Mie theory with Aden and Kerker extension [1]. The fractal shell
parameters are calculated with the Bruggeman effective medium theory (EMT) [23]. We discuss
the EMT applicability using the scaling theory approach [12,13]. The model provides a
reasonable agreement with experiments in the broad spectral range, from 400 nm to 20 µm,
covering shorter and longer wavelengths relative to the microsphere size. Both experiments and
simulations show that the fractal shell with metal filling factor close to 0.5 enables scattering
suppression in the visible range along with the increase in total transmission at the wavelength of
Mie scattering peak at about 560 nm. The results indicate that this suppression is not just a
spectral shift of the resonance in scattering, but suppression of its amplitude without noticeable
shift. In the infrared range the gold semicontinuous shell “hides” the absorption resonance of the
silica sphere at 9 µm. The effective permittivity for our samples is shown to be epsilon-near-zero
for the real part of epsilon. The imaginary epsilon multiplied by the frequency approximately
does not depend on the wavelength across the broad spectral range 0.5-20 µm.
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5.14 High-Frequency Homogenization for Layered Hyperbolic Metamaterials (UNT contribution)


Uniaxial metamaterials with optical anisotropy going beyond the difference in the absolute values of the components of the dielectric tensor $\epsilon(\omega) = \text{diag}(\epsilon_l, \epsilon_l, -\epsilon_L)$ and showing extreme birefringence when $\epsilon_l < 0$ are known as hyperbolic metamaterials [1-4]. Due to (formally) infinite values of the wave vector allowed by hyperbolic dispersion relation for propagating electromagnetic mode these materials strongly modify the rate and direction of spontaneous emission [5]. The dielectric function of a periodic structure becomes negative at sufficiently low frequencies when the contribution to polarization from the metallic layers overcomes the
contribution from the dielectric constituent. Since polarizations along the layers and perpendicular to them are different, the elements of the dielectric tensor $\epsilon_{\parallel}(\omega)$ and $\epsilon_{\perp}(\omega)$ vanish at different frequencies, giving rise to the frequency bands with either elliptic ($\epsilon_{\parallel}(\omega) \epsilon_{\perp}(\omega) > 0$) or hyperbolic ($\epsilon_{\parallel}(\omega) \epsilon_{\perp}(\omega) < 0$) dispersion. Here the sub-indices $\parallel$ and $\perp$ refer to the propagation parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis, respectively.

In order to clarify the problem of frequency dependence of the tensor of effective permittivity of a layered hyperbolic material we propose a simple homogenization scheme which takes into account the effects of frequency and spatial dispersion directly from Rytov’s equation [6].

In this work we presented an analytical solution for the effective dielectric functions $\epsilon_{\parallel}(\omega)$ and $\epsilon_{\perp}(\omega)$ and establish the limits of applicability of the Drude model with effective plasma frequencies used in the literature so far. Propagation in plane of periodicity and parallel to the layers are considered separately. In the latter case the bands originated from the evanescent surface plasmon-like mode and from the oscillating waveguide-like mode lead to different results for the effective dielectric function. The proposed method of homogenization is quite general. It is valid not only for 1D superlattice but for any periodic structure. Unlike the quasi-static approach known in the literature, our method accounts for spatial variation of the fields within the unit cell and, thus, may be valid at high frequencies. It gives the parameters of the effective medium for the parts of the dispersion curve close to the edge of the Brillouin zone where group velocity vanishes and each Bloch eigenmode becomes a standing wave with the maximum value of the Bloch vector.

Our analytical approach for calculation of the effective dielectric functions $\epsilon_{\parallel}(\omega)$ and $\epsilon_{\perp}(\omega)$ of metal-dielectric superlattices gives asymptotically correct results in the long-wavelength limit. It gives the exact positions for all frequencies of the topological transitions where one of the dielectric functions changes its sign. Near any of the frequencies of the topological transition the accuracy of the proposed theory exceed that of any other known approaches. In particular, it is shown that the widely-used approximations obtained in [6] with the quasi-static approach may be not applicable at all, or their accuracy turns out to be not sufficient for modern optical studies. The accuracy of the quasi-static approach becomes low if the width of the metallic layer exceeds the skin depth. Applications of hyperbolic metamaterials are due to their ability to increase the rate of spontaneous emission. The rate increase depends on the both components of the dielectric tensor and if even one of these components gives a considerable error as a result of quasi-static approximation, the frequency dependence of the rate of spontaneous emission may be incorrect as it is shown in Ref. [7,8]. This is of particular importance for the type 1 hyperbolic metamaterials when the component $\epsilon_{\perp}(\omega)$ changes its sign, since the quasi-static approach is not applicable near the frequency where $\epsilon_{\perp}(\omega) = 0$.